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EDITORIALS
Editorial opinions expressed are those of the writers.

Experimental Murine Leprosy and Its
Relevance for the Study of Resistance to
Mycobacterial Infections in Man*,**

Murine leprosy was first described in 1902
by V. K. Stelanskij1 who found the disease
in rats Wits (lecumanus at the time, now
Rat/us norregicus) while working with plague
in Odessa, Russia. Within a few years cases
were reported from virtually all parts of the
world. The first descriptions of the disease
had already pointed out a striking similarity
between murine and human leprosy, both
in terms of the supposedly causative organisms (noncultivable, acid-fast mycobacte-

*"1-Ins review is based Oil the introduction to Dr.
Lovik's Ph.D. thesis submitted to the University of
Oslo. The thesis, with an extensive reference list, may
he obtained from the author.
** From the University of Oslo, Institute for Experimental Medical Research, Ullevaal Hospital. and Institute of' Immunology and Rheumatology. Rikshospitaiet. and National Institute of Public Health,
Department of Immunology. and Unit for Vaccine Research and Supply. Oslo, Norway. The author thanks
Dr. Otto ('loss and Dr. Morten II arboe for helpful
discussions.
' Stefanskij, V. K. Zabolevanija u krys, vyzvannyja
kislotoupornoj palotsjkoj. Russkij Vratsj No. 47 (1902)
1726-1727.

ria) and in terms of the clinical and histopathological manifestations of t he disease.' 3
The notion that human and murine leprosy were closely related and possibly identical infections was supported by early studies showing serological crossreactivity
between ycobacterhou leprae and the
causative agent of murine leprosy. I/. lepraemurium (M LM): by reports that human
leprosy had been transferred from man to
mouse by reports on murine leprosy in
man:' and by microbiological reports claiming that If. /cpme and MLM were identical
or almost identical. Considerable attention
was paid to marine leprosy in clinical journals and public health reports. Gradually
Dean. G. Further observations on a leprosy-like
disease of the rat. J. Hyg. (Fond.) 5 (1905) 99-112.
I Stefansky. W. K. Eine lepratihnliche Erkrankung
der Haut und der LymphdrUsen bei Wanderratten.
Centralbl. Bakteriol. 33 (1903) 481-487.
4 Sugai, T. Nachtrag zu gelungenen Ubertragungsversuchen mit Lepra bei SIiugetieren. Lepra 8 (1909)
203-210.
' Marchoux. E. La li:pre du rat et sa transmission
probable a l'homme. Paris Medical 49 (1923) 313-316.
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however, the idea that murine leprosy was
a reservoir for human leprosy was abandoned, and the last studies on a possible
causative relationship between human and
murine leprosy were published around 1930.
A second important reason to study murine leprosy was the need to create an experimental model for human leprosy. Before experimental in with .11. frprae
in the mouse loot pad was described by
Shepard in 1960, there was no experimental
model other than murine leprosy which
might elucidate the mechanisms determining host resistance to in with .1/. /cm
ray. Stelanskij and Dean had already described polar lbrms of murine leprosy, with
a more or less continuous spectrum in between.2-3 The value of murine leprosy as a
model was greatly strengthened when experimental murine leprosy in inbred strains
of mice was established as a model for the
spectral aspect of human leprosy by
Kawaguchi(' and by ('loss and 1-laugen.7 In
contrast to .1/. /cprae, MLM has the clear
advantage for experimental use in the mouse
that it is a natural pathogen in this species."

has Ni LM been grown in vitro. Both bacteria
multiply very slowly' in the host with a doubling time of 1-3 weeks; both zire found
predominantly in an intracellular location;
and both appear to be essentially nontoxic
to host cells. The two mycobacteria display
structural similarities," and show immunological crossreactivity as detected with
antibodies'' and in skin tests.' ' In human
as well as in murine leprosy, there appears
to be a specific depression of cell-mediated
immunity, but no clear depression of Ii umoral immunity.
There are, however, some problems with
the use of murine leprosy as a model for
Ii uman leprosy. MLM and .1/. leprae each
show distinct metabolic, morphological, ultrastructural, chemical, and antigenic characteristics, and are clearly different species
of bacteria." Both immunological
studies'' and studies of bacterial DNA17
indicate that .1/. frprae and MLM are as
closely related to other mycobacteria as they
are to each other. Patients with lepromatous
leprosy, anergic to human lepromin, re-

Murine leprosy as a
model for human leprosy

" Fukunishi. Y., Okada. S., Nishiura, M. and Kohsaka, K. Ultrastructural features of the multiplication
of human and murine leprosy bacilli in macrophages
of nude mice. Int. J. Lepr. 50 (1982) 68-75.
Kronvall, 0., ('loss, 0. and I3june, 0. Common
antigen of Mycobacterium /eprae, lepraemurhan,
M. avuon. and .11. .tortuaum in comparative studies
using two different types of antisera. Infect. Immun.
16 (1977) 542-546.
" Nishimura, S.. Yasukawa, T. and Kohsaka, K. Immunological correlation of leprosy and murine leprosy.
I. Skin reaction. Medicine and Biology 51 (1959) 129—
133. Cited in 0. Meissner and A. Schmiedel, editors:
.1 1 ykobakterien um/ Mykobakterielle krankheiten.
Chapter 9. Human and murine leprosy by S. Sato and
S. Nishimura. Jena: Gustav Fischer, 1967, pp. 366—
367.
" Portaels, F. and Pattyn. S. R. Taxonomy of Mycobacterium /eprae and M. /cpraemurium. Ann. Microbiol. (Paris) 13313 (1982) 99-108.
Katoch, V. M.. Wayne. L. 0. and Diaz, G. A.
Characterization of catalase by micro-immunoprecipitation in tissue-derived cells of Mycobacterium /epraemurium TMC 1701. Int. J. S■xt. 13acteriol. 32 (1982)
416-418.
Stanford, .1. L. An immunodiffusion analysis of
Mycobacterium lepraemuriuur Marchoux and Sorel. J.
Med. Nlicrobiol. 6 (1973) 435-439.
Athwal. R. S., Deo S S and lmaeda, 1'. Deoxyribonucleic acid relatedness among Mycobacterium
/eprae. Mycobacterium lepraemurium, and selected
bacteria by dot blot and spectrophotometric deoxyribonucleic acid hybridization assays. Int. Syst. Bacteriol. 34 (1984) 371-375.

Murine leprosy and human leprosy are
both naturally occurring chronic granulomatous diseases of mammals caused by
acid-fast bacteria. The macroscopic and microscopic similarities between murine and
human leprosy are striking, and both diseases are "spectrum diseases." Both .1/. Leprae and MLM were until recently considered to be noncultivable; only since 1970'"
Kawaguchi, Y. Classification of mouse leprosy. Jpn.
J. Exp. Med. 29 (1959) 651-663.
' ('loss, 0. and Haugen. 0. A. Experimental m urine
leprosy. 2. Further evidence for Varying susceptibility
of out bred mice and evaluation of the response of
inbred mouse strains to infection with .11vcobacicinun
lepraemiirium. Acta Pathol. Microbiol. Scand. [A] 82
(1974) 459-474.
' Krakower. C. and Gonzalez, L. M. Spontaneous
leprosy in a mouse. Science 86 (1937) 617-618.
Lampe, P. H. J. and de Moor, C. E. Ratten-lepra.
Eerste mededeeling: De diagnostiek van de rattenlepra.
Het voorkomen van deze rattenziekte te Batavia. De
geographische distributie. Geneesk. Tijdschr. Neder1.Indie 75 (1935) 634-654.
Ogawa, T. and Motomura, K. Studies on murine
leprosy bacillus. I. Attempt to cultivate in vitro the
Ilawaiian strain of Mycobacterium lepraemiiiiion. Kitasato Arch. Exp. Med. 43 (1970) 21-36.
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spond to MLM.'s Further, the intracellular
behavior of NI [NI and .1/. leprac is different:
NI LM in within host cell phagolysosomes" and a high concentration of lysosomal enzymes appears to facilitate bacterial multiplication:2" whereas .11. /cprac
appear to multiply in the cytoplasmic matrix outside the phagolysosomes.'l Although formation of globi is a typical feature
of IL /eprae. [ALM does not form globi."
Finally, NI [NI does not show affinity for
peripheral nerves as does .1/. hp/we. and in
experimental murine leprosy, the skin involvement so typical for human leprosy is
usually absent.2=-2" It is, therefore, uncertain how similar the mechanisms of pathogenesis are in the diseases caused by .1/.
leprac and M [M. and there may also be
differences in the mechanisms of protective
immunity in human and murine leprosy.
Natural and experimental murine leprosy
A review of the literature describing natural and experimental in urine leprosy has
revealed few differences between natural and
experimental infection with MLM. Skin involvement appears to be more cornmon in
natural than in experimental disease, and
there appears to be more involvement of
the viscera in experimental than in natural
disease.' These differences could be due to
larger inocula in experimental infections.
The way in which murine leprosy is naturally transmitted has not been definitely
established. However, it appears that the
disease starts in the skin and draining lymph
I ' Wade, H. W. The classification of leprosy. A proposed synthesis based primarily on the Rio de JaneiroHavana system. Int. ,I. Lepr. 20 (1)52) 429-462.
I Ifni, P. D., Armstrong. J. A.. Brown, C. A. and
Draper, P. 1. fltrastructural study of the behavior of
inacrophages toward parasitic m■cobacteria. Infect.
11111111111.5 (1972) 803-807.
Brown. C. A.. Draper, P. and Hart. I'. D. Ni ycobacteria and lysosomes: a paradox. Nature 221 (1969)
658-660.
Levy, L.. Ng, H.. Evans. NI. .1. and krahenbuhl.
.1. L. Susceptibility of th■mectomiied find irradiated
mice to challenge with several organisms and the effect
of dapsone on infection with .11 ycohacieri m
Infect. Immun. 11 (1975) 1122-1132.
" Fite, (. L. leprosy: the pathology oh experimental
rat leprosy. Natl. Inst. Health Bull. 173 (1940) 45-76.
Lowe, .1. Rat leprosy, a critical review of the literature. Int.^Lepr. 5 (1937) 311-328,463-481.
krakower. C. and Gonialez. L. NI. Mouse leprosy.
Arch. Pathol. 30 (1940) 308-329.
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nodes, and the lesions tend to be in the regions most exposed to scratches and bites."
Attempts to transmit the disease experimentally with insects' have been unsuccessful, and rats led infected tissue only
rarely developed signs of the disease." -26
Bacteria placed on newly shaved skin caused
infection: and rats shaved and repeatedly
rubbed with in collected near houses
where leprous rats were abundant developed "soil leprosy,- which could not be distinguished from ordinary rat leprosy." Experimentally, it has been reported that live
MLA bacteria given subcutaneously (s.c.)
is enough to start in
Natural infections usually go through a
stage in which the primary defense barriers
are broken, and the initial immune reactions will occur at a peripheral site. It is of
great importance to take the natural development of the infection into consideration
when setting up an experimental model. Experimental in with small doses of
bacteria given subcutaneously would be expected to closely mimic natural NI [NI infection.
Why. then, is the skin rarely involved in
experimental murine leprosy? Marchoux"
claimed that the degree of skin involvement
was greatly influenced by concomitant or
secondary infection, and that he could experimentally produce the musculocutaneous form of the disease by using impure
inoculations. In natural murine leprosy, as
in human leprosy, the mycobacteria may be
accompanied by diphtheroids.- Such accompanying bacteria might be lost during
passaging and preparation of NI LM. A dill
ference between strains of MI m with regard

Marchoux. E. and Sorel. F. La lepre des rats. Recherches e.tiologiques Cl rellexions qu'elles suggerent a
propos de la lepre humaine. Ann. Inst. Pasteur 56 ( 1912)
778-801.
2'. Muir, E. and Ilenderson. J. M. Rat leprosy. Indian
J. Med. Res. 15 (1928) 807-817.
=2 March oux, E. and Sorel. F. Recherches sur la li.Tre.
La 14)re des rats (Lepra murium). Ann. Inst. Pasteur
56 (1912) 675-700.
Lampe, P. H. J.. de Moor. C. F. and van Veen,
A. G. Ratten-lepra. VW -de mededeeling: "Nlodderlepra- san witte 'alien. (1eneesk. Tijdschr. Neder1.-Indie
76 (1936) 2204-2227.
Marchoux, E. and Chorine, V. CM(' bacilles de
Stefansky sullisent pour infecter le rat blanc. Ann. Inst.
Pasteur 61 (1938) 296-299.
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to skin involvement has been reported,1"
but there are few data on this point.
There is no evidence that the manifestations of the disease are different in mice
as compared to rats. One group of investigators found m urine leprosy in 5% of .1/u.v
mu.s.culu.s., which is about the same percentage that has been found in several studies in rats. Spontaneous musculocutaneous
in tin leprosy has been described in a specimen of wild .11u.s mu.s.culus,' and experimental disease in mice and rats with bacteria from this mouse showed only minor
dillerences between the species. Some experimentally inoculated mice developed
distant skin lesions resembling those in
spontaneous disease.24 With rats, it has been
found that certain rat strains are relatively
resistant to visceral infection and develop
leprosy more like human leprosy and natural musculocutaneous murine leprosy with
skin involvement: other rat strains show little tendency for the skin to be affected.
Nude in ice32 and hairless in ice33 develop
extensive skin involvement alter experimental MLM inoculation, which indicates
that the immune system and possibly other
genetic factors are important in determining
whether or not involvement of the skin develops.
Methodological considerations
with regard to our work

Mycobacterium lepraemurium. lopraemurium (MLM) is a slender, rod-like, acidfast bacillus with quite characteristic morphological features in a preparation stained
for acid-fastness." Because MLM could not
be grown in vitro, MLM traditionally has
been propagated by animal passages after
isolation from infected wild rats or mice.
s" Badger, L. F. and Fite, G. L. Leprosy: variations
in the virulence of strains of rat leprosy. Natl. Inst.
Health lull. 173 (1940) 77-83.
Hanks. .1. H. and Backerman. T. The tissue sites
most favorable or the development of in urine leprosy
in rats and mice. Int. J. Lepr. 18 (1950) 185-207.
" Kawaguchi. l'.. Matsuoka, M., Kawatsu, K..
HOT11111:1„1. V. and Abe, C. Susceptibility to murine
leprosy bacilli amide mice. Jpn. J. Exp. Med. 46 (1976)
167-180.
" Packchanian. A., Emery, R., MacDonald, E. M.
and Rigdon, R. H. Experimental leprosy with .1/.1vobacterium lepraemurium in hairless mice (.1/us musmilts). Trans. R. Soc. Trop. Med. Hyg. 76 (1982) 183—
186.
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Each isolate gave rise to a separate straw or
MLM. Some di Ilerences between strains of
MLM have been reported.'" For our work.
we have used the Douglas strain of MLM,
isolated in 1922 from a wild rat at Winchester, England. '4 In our laboratory, the
bacteria were passaged in low-resistant,
inbred C311 in which gave high yields of
bacteria of uniform and good quality with
regard to staining characteristics and in
capacity. No growth of mycobacteria
has been seen after seeding of standard microbiological media with MLM. A different
group of investigators employing the C3H057BL model have used C57 BL mice for
passaging the bacteria, with experimental
results in full agreement with ours.'"
Nleasuring protective immunity. Protective immunity in in urine leprosy means an
acquired, immunologically specific increase
of the host's capacity to limit bacterial multiplication and dissemination as compared
with a normal nonimmune individual. Protective immunity against MLM infection has
been shown to be cell mediated.3' Protective
immunity is not an all-or-none phenomenon. Complete protective immunity, that is,
complete eradication of the infection with
killing of all the bacteria, probably never
occurs in murine leprosy.37 Partial protective immunity has a range of expressions,
from a modest reduction ofbacillary growth
and dissemination to complete bacteriostasis and even a reduction of bacterial
numbers, along with more or less complete
inhibition of bacterial dissemination.
Severity of clinical disease and altered
survival time are expressions of the overall
result of host-parasite interactions, and do
not allow for analysis of the immunological
mechanisms involved. Therefore, we chose
enumeration of bacteria as the best way to
Banur-Jones, S. E. B. The experimental transmission of rat leprosy to the golden hamster IC:rice/us
aurcuus). Pathol. Bacteriol. 45 (1937) 739-744.
" Kawaguchi. V.. Matsuoka. M. and Kawatsu, K.
Susceptibility to .11. hipraemurium of CBA. DIM, and
C3H mice. Jpn. .1. Lepr. 51 (1982) 57-64.
" Alexander. Adoptive transfer of immunity and
suppression by cells and serum in early .14(.0//a(lcrium
lepraemurium infections of icc. Parasite Imm Lino!. 1
(1979) 159-166.
Lovik, M. and ('loss, 0. Survival of Mycobacterium lepraemurium in C57131_ mice after acquired protective immunity. ('tin. Exp. I m m unol. 57 (1984) 115—
122.
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measure protective immunity. Ivlycobacteria remain acid-last long alter they are dead
and, ideally, one would like to discriminate
between live and dead bacteria. MLM cannot be grown quantitatively from small inocula, and the morphology of the bacteria
after acid-fast staining has been widely used
as a IlleaSlIre or viability. Newer methods
include staining with fluorescein diacetate
and ethidi UM bromide '8 and radioactive labeling.' However. the reliability of the
morphological method has been disputed:'"
and all of these methods are hampered with
uncertainties or are impractical for use on
a large scale.
We enumerated bacteria by counting acidlast organisms in tissue homogenates, using
a slide technique' and acid-fast staining
with auramin. Fluorescent dye staining is
excellent for study of the morphological details of the microbes," has been found to
be specific for acid-fast bacteria:" and numerous publications support the notion that
auramin staining is the most sensitive and
also the most convenient staining technique
for the detection of acid-fast bacteria:"
For challenge infection, we injected the
bacteria into one hind loot pad, which offers
the advantage of being an anatomically welldefined site with a well-defined route of
lymphatic drainage. Restriction of bacterial
dissemination clearly is an important aspect
" Jarnagin. J. L. and Luchsinger, D. W. The use of
fluorescein diacetate and ethidium bromide as a stain
for evaluating viability of mycobacteria. Stain Technol.
55 (1980) 253-258.
" Drutr. D. J. and Cline, M. .1. Incorporation of
tritiated thymidine by leprosy bacilli in cultures of human lepromatous macrophages. J. Infect. Dis. 125
(1972) 416-419.
Desikan, K. V. Correlation of morphology with
viability of:VI:co/kr/ler/um leprae. Lepr. India 48 (1976)
391-397.
Closs, 0. Experimental m urine leprosy: growth of
.111Tobacterium lepraemurium in C311 and (5713L
mice after foot pad inoculation. Infect. Immon. 12
(1975) 480-489.
4= Truant, J. P., Brett, W. A. and Thomas. W. Fluorescence microscopy of tubercle bacilli stained with
auramine and rhodamine. Henry Ford I losp. Med. Bull.
In (1962) 287-296.
Somlo. A. M., Black, T. C. and So 1111(1, L. I. The
value of fluorescence microscopy in the detection of
acid-fast bacteria. Am. J. Clin. Pathol. 51 (1969) 519—
522.
Wilson, M. M. Fluorescence microscopy in examinatim of smears for Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
Am. Rev. Tuberc. 65 (1952)
709-717.
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of protective immunity, and the importance
of studying bacterial dissemination soon became clear in our experiments. BCG immunization ofC31-1 mice tended to increase
bacterial numbers at the site of MLM inoculation. whereas bacterial dissemination
was reduced.' Further, although there was
good agreement between bacterial growth
in the inoculated foot pad, the popliteal
lymph node, and the liver and spleen in
C311 and ('57 13L mice, some other strains
of mice behaved differently. A/Sn mice and
mice from other strains of high or low susceptibility were examined. A/Sn mice were
found to be the most susceptible strain according to bacterial numbers in the foot pad,
of intermediate susceptibility according to
bacterial counts in the popliteal lymph node,
and the most resistant strain according to
bacterial counts in the spleen and liver (Lovik and ('loss, unpublished data). Thus, resistance to MLM infection should not be
determined by bacterial counts in one organ
alone.
Measuring delayed-type hypersensitivity
(DTI I). Traditionally, DTH is measured by
determining the diameter(s) of erythema or
swelling in the skin 24 or 48 hr after injection of specific antigen. The foot pad swelling technique makes it possible to measure
DTH to soluble antigen, local reactivity to
MLM bacteria, and resistance to infection
in the same anatomical site. To measure
DTH, local reactivity to MLM bacteria, and
resistance to infection in the same anatomical site should be considered important in
work exploring the relationship between
these manifestations of antibacterial immunity.
A number of diflerent instruments and
techniques have been used to measure DTH
in the mouse foot pad. The type of instrument used to measure DTH and, in particular, the pressure exerted during measurement can markedly influence the result of
kinetic studies on DTH reactions." We
Lovik, M. and Closs, 0. Efrect of BCC, vaccination
on Mycobacterium lepraemurium infection in a highly
susceptible inbred mouse strain. Acta Pathol. Microbiol. Scand. [C] 89 (1981) 133-138.
4'. Deleted in proof.
47 van Loveren. II., Kato, K.. Raul:a R. E., N1eade,
R., Ptak. W. and Askenase, P. W. Use of micrometers
and calipers to measure various components of delayed-type hypersensitivity ear swelling reactions in
mice. .1. Im mono!. Methods 67 (1984) 311-319.
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measured loot pad swelling with a modified
dial-gauge caliper,41 which exerts an even
pressure throughout the range of measurement and causes a slight compression of the
swollen foot pad. This, supposedly, favors
the detection or tuberculin-type DTH reactions which are more indurated than the
softer Jones-Mote DTI! reactions.
Summary of our own work. Inbred C31-I
mice have been bond highly susceptible to
NILM in fction; whereas C5713I. mice are
relatk'ely resistant to subcutaneous in
7 Our aims were to study the immune
response to live Nil LM and noninfective
Nil M material (dead antigen) in C5713L. and
C311 in and to induce protective immunity against NI LM in the susceptible C31-1
strain. Further, we wanted to explore the
mechanisms responsible for the apparent
absence of cell-mediated immune reactivity
against live N/ILM in C31-I mice.
First, we demonstrated that DTH to an
ultrasonicate of MLM 1Son) under
certain conditions is a naturally occurring
phenomenon during MLM infection in
C57 I3L mice. The development of DTH to
MLIVISon after immunization of C311 and
C5713L mice with MLMSon in Freund's incomplete adjuvant ( Fl A) was described, and
the conditions for induction of DTH and
elicitation of a DTH reaction to MLMSon
were explored. DTH induced in C3H mice
by MLMSon in FIA was shown to be cell
mediated and to conform to common criteria for tuberculin-type DTH. Thus. NI LMreactive lymphocytes, presumably T cells,
are present in C31-I mice, and a vigorous
immune response could be induced in C31-1
mice as demonstrated by imm unit ation and
testing with dead NI [NI antigen. However,
a difference in maturation of DTI-1 in C31-1
and C57131_ mice was suggested. and C57I3L
mice showed somewhat greater reactivity
than C3 1-1 mice to NI LMSon. This could be
due to stronger reactivity to some antigenic
components in C57131_ mice, reactivity to a
broader range of antigens. or a greater capacity for nonspecific inflammation in
C57I3L mice."

I.ovik. NI.. I laugen, 0. A. and (joss. 0. I)cla■ edtype hypersensitivity alter immuniiation with ultra5011 icated ycobaderium lepracHnolum in ('311 and
C57111. mice. Seand. J. I mmunol. 20 (1954) 227-235.
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C311 in were then immunized with
MLNISon, and DTH to M LMSon, local
reactivity to live M LIM, and bacterial growth
were studied for 1 I weeks alter challenge
infection with live MEM. Induction of DTI!
to M [NI Son was not accompanied by in
of local reactivity against live bacteria. nor did such reactivity develop during
in MLNI infection neither induced
nor suppressed DTI! to MLMSon. Bacterial
multiplication i:old dissemination was the
same in immunized and normal mice during the first 11 weeks of infection and was,
therefore, not affected by immunization with
MLMSon. Thus. in C31-I mice there was a
clear dissociation between DTH to soluble
NI [Nil antigens and reactivity to live bacteria. as well as between DTH and protective immunity. Heat-killed, morphologically intact MLM in F1A induced an
immune response that appeared to ha V C the
same qualities as the immune response induced by MLNISon. i.e., DTI 11(1 M LMSon,
but no reactivity to live MLM, and no protective immunity was induced. This indicates that the preparations with dead MLM
antigen. water-soluble or particulate, induced an immune response against antigenic determinants not exposed by Nil LM-infected
Prolonged observation (20 weeks) showed
that in C3H mice immunized with
NILMSon, alter several weeks of exposure
to h ve MLIVI, mechanisms became active
that retarded bacterial multiplication and
dissemination. The findings were compatible with the development, some weeks after
infection. of a weak, protective in11111.111C response in immunized mice. Although the
effects were small. experiments in nonimmunized mice also suggested that MLM infection induced some reduction of susceptibility to reinfection. Finally, the growth
curve for NI LM in primary infection in normal C3H mice tended to flatten out after
Lovik. NI. and ('loss. 0. Dcla■ed type hypersensitivity to mvcobacterial antigens without protective
immunity: a lailure to produce the right specificity or
the right type of immune reaction'? Scand. Inicct.
Dis. Suppl. 24 ( I 981)) 224-227.
Lovik. M. and ('loss. 0. Induction oidelayed-type
hypersensitivity against ultrasonicated .14cobaciemim
leproemlfrium bacilli without simultaneous local reactivity against live bacilli or protective immunity. Chn.
Exp. Immunol. 53 (1983) 319-327.
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some Nvecks, and it did so at approximately

the same level (in terms of bacterial numbers) after inoculation with high and with
low doses of ML.M. Thus. several pieces or
evidence suggest that ( '311 in can develop some sort of rudimentary protective imiii WIC response after infection with MLM,
and MLMSon immunization enhances this
response in in the same wa (but possibly by dillerent mechanisms) as shown for
C5713L mice (see below). clearly resulting in
some protection. The protective mechanisms require exposure to live NI LM fOr
their induction.''
Immunization of' C5 711L mice with
NILNISon in FLA induced DT1-1 that showed
characteristics typical of tuberculin-type
DTI'. Immunization with Nil AlSon induced no manifest protective immunity and
only very weak local reactivity against an
inoculum with live bacteria. but the development of protective immunity and strong
local reactivity was accelerated in immllnized in The onset of protective immunity in all experimental situations in
C57131_ mice was accompanied by local
reactivity to live MI.M. Live bacteria induced protective iminunity and strong local
reactivity against live bacteria. hut no significant DTI-I against NILMSon. Apparently. also in C57I3L mice live MLN1 and
MLMSon induced immunity with different
antigen specificities. Strong reactivity to live
ML NI and protective immunity developed
simultaneously in normal mice as well as in
IVILMSon-immunized mice, and seemed to
require exposure to live Ni L.N1 !Or their development.'2 The results of experiments in
C5713L mice thus confirmed the results of
experiments in C3H in with regard to the
relationship between DTI-I, local reactivity
to live NI LM. and protective immunity.
Further studies in ('57 13[ mice confirmed
and extended the findings from the previous
investigation of the capacity of live MLM
Lovik. NI.. (loss, 0. ;mil Ilaugen. 0. A. Immuni/ation of highly susceptible ('311 mice with ultrasonicated .11 yo)bacterium hpraenntrium (NIL NI) bacilli facilitates the development or incrca,wci resistance
during NILAI infection. Int. .1. 1.epr. 52 (1984) 35!36!.
(-loss. 0. and 1.ovik. NI. Protective immunity and
delayed-type hypersensitivity in (')7111. mice atter onm imitation with live Mycobacterium /epraemurium and
sonicated bacilli. Infect. Inumin. 29 (1980) 17-23.
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and dead NI [NI antigen (soluble antigen as
well as whole bacteria) to induce immunity
and elicit immune reactions. Live MLM was
lOund to induce strong local reactivity
against live IVILM. In contrast. under the
experimental conditions used, little or no
local reactivity (Dill) against soluble antigen (NI LMSon) and whole killed bacteria
could be detected in in immunized with
live MLM. Vice versa, MLMSon and killed
whole bacteria induced local reactivity
against MI.MSon and to some extent against
killed bacteria: whereas only weak reactivity
was detected against live bacteria in mice
immunized with MLNISon, and no reactivity at all was seen against live MLNI in mice
immunized with morphologically intact.
Li lled NILM. Thus, also in these extended
experiments live MLM and dead MI_NI antigen appeared to induce immune responses
that had largely different specificities. and
these antigens were found to share antigenic
specificity only to a barely detectable degree
when used to elicit local reactions.'-1
To directly' address the question of
whether DTII to soluble bacterial antigen
is a manifestation of protecti 1111111 unity,
repeated DTH reactions against MLMSon
were elicited in the infected loot pads of
c311 mice immunized with NI LNISon. The
multiplication and dissemination of MLM
in C31-I mice were not affected by repeated
DTII reactions against M [NI antigens. Thus.
the experiments provided further evidence
that DTI-1 to MLMSon and protective immunity are separate phenomena.'
We then further explored the nature of
protective immunity against N1 LM. By three
types of experiments, namely, cortisone
treatment of infected !nice. transfer of MLNI
from C57131. to C3I 1 iiiice. and long-term
observation of infect:2d ('57 UL mice, it was
shown that NILNI is only slowly inactivated
in ('57 13[ mice after the onset of protective
imiiiunity. and sterile immunity was not

Lovik. NI. and Closs, 0. Induction of immunity
against live Mycobacterium hp/venni/rum: a requirement or viable bacilli? Immunology 53 (I 954) I (0 I 73.
Lovik. NI. and (loss. 0. Repeated delayed-type
hypersensitivity reactions against Mycobacterium hp/wen/mum antigens at the infection site do not itlect
bacillary multiplication in ( '311 once. Infect. Immo!).
36 ( 19(i2) 768-774.
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achieved in any of the experiments. Reactivation or the infection—several months
after the onset of protecti ve immunity—was
demonstrated in long-term observation experiments. Thus, even a brisk immune reaction must last several days and possibly
weeks in order to affect MLM viability to a
detectable degree, and persistent alertness
of the immune system appears necessary to
prevent reactivation of the infection:7
Different substrains of C31-1 and ('57 13L
mice would have to be used for the study
of the expression of DTH, local reactivity
to MLM, and protective immunity in genetic variants and recombinants of the two
strains. Also, there were discrepancies between our experimental results and the results from one other laboratory with regard
to which mouse strain was the most susceptible to MLM." Therefore, MLM infection in C31-I and C57BL substrains was
studied. Two C3 Fl substrains examined were
both found to be distinctly more susceptible
to MLM infection than two C57BL substrains, so C3H and C57BL substrain differences could not explain the aforementioned discrepancy. However, considerable
substrain difTerences were seen, which would
tend to make results with genetic-variant
strains and recombinant strains based on
two of the substrains less clear than results
with our original C3H and C57BL mice.
Interestingly, the two C3H substrains
showed considerable difference in MLM
multiplication, although they both lacked a
local reaction in the inoculated foot pad.
This indicates that some protection can be
effected without concomitant local reactivity, and suggests that there may be more
than one mechanism of resistance against
M L M . '6
Studies in C3H and C57BL inbred mouse
strains, Fl hybrid and backcross mice, and
B x H recombinant inbred strains were then
performed. Local reactivity to live MLM
could be separated from protective immu-

" Leflbrd, M. L. Patel. P. .1., Poulter, L. W. and
Mackaness, 13. Induction of cell-mediated immunity
to :Mycobacterium lepraemurium in susceptible mice.
Infect. Immun. 18 (1977) 654-659.
Lovik. M.. Collins, F. M. and (loss. 0. Inbred
C3H mouse substrain differences demonstrated in experimental murine leprosy. Immunogenetics 16 (1982)
607-611.
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nity, and local reactivity appeared to be necessary but not sufficient for immunologically mediated resistance to MLM infection.
Dominant gene(s) linked to the 1-1-2 complex on chromosome 17 were found to influence the local reaction to live MLM in
the mouse strains tested, and the same
gene(s) also influenced host restriction of
MLM multiplication. This suggests a role
for immune-response genes in determining
the course of infection after inoculation of
('3H and C57BL mice with MLM," and
our results represent the first demonstration58 in an experimental model that major
histocompatibility complex (M HC)-linked
genes influence resistance to bacterial infection.
Summary of our findings. I) DTH to soluble MLM antigen could be dissociated from
protective immunity against MLM infection. However, protective immunity was always accompanied by local DTI-1-like reactivity to live MLM. 2) The major difference
between C3H and C57BL mice was the
greatly different capacities of the two strains
to respond to live MLM. The two mouse
strains were similar in their response to dead
MLM antigen. 3) There appeared to be a
fundamental difference in terms of antigen
specificity and protective capacity between
the immune responses to live MLM and
dead MLM antigen. Protective immunity
was induced only by live MLM.

Discussion
Relationship between acquired protective
immunity and DTH. The question of the
relation of DTH to acquired protective immunity has been a controversial one almost
since Koch's original observation on tuberculin hypersensitivity. A direct demonstration that DTH can kill the microbes in question would help to bring an end to the
controversies. However, the only study or
this type with mycobacteria appears to be
our own with MLM,54 which showed that
" ('loss, 0., Lovik. M., Wigzell, H. and Taylor, 13.
A. H-2-linked gene(s) influence the granulomatous reaction to viable Mycobacterium lepraemurium in the
mouse. Scand. j. Immunol. 18 (1983) 59-63.
" ('loss. 0. and Lovik. M. Murine leprosy—a model
for the study of host factors in resistance to mycobacterial infection. In: Experimental Bacterial and Parasitic infections. Keusch, G. and Wadstrom, 'F., ed. New
York: Elsevier 13iomedical, 1983, pp. 407-412.
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repeated DTH reactions against MLM antigen at the site of MLM infection did not
affect MLM multiplication, and bacterial
dissemination was, if anything, enhanced in
mice with DTH reactions. These results are
in disagreement with studies on the effect
of DTH on growth of Listeria nionoologene.s. in the mouse loot pad."-'" L. monocyl °genes is, however, exquisitely easily
killed by macrophages. A large proportion
of an inoculum with L. menocytogenes is
killed even by normal macrophages," and
variations in the natural level of macrophage activation greatly affect growth of the
bacterium in nonimmune mice!'2 An influx
of normal macrophages to a DTH-reaction
site is, therefore, likely to exert some restrictive effect on the growth of L. monoytegene.s' without representing a major
mechanism of immune protection. On the
other hand, an influx of permissive macrophages might enhance MLM infection,
and some of our data' can be interpreted
as support for this view.
On the cell level, the evidence is conflicting even after the introduction of T-cell surthee markers, genetic restriction studies, and
T-cell cloning. It has been reported that individual T-cell lines or T-cell clones can
mediate DTH. B-cell help, and protective
antilisterial immunity,63 or DTH and antiviral cytotoxicity," or specific allohelp,
" Mitsuyama, M., Nomoto, K. and Takeya, K. Direct correlation between delayed footpad reaction and
resistance to local bacterial infixtion. Infect. Immon.
36 (1982) 72-79.
Patel, P. ,I. Expression of antibacterial resistance
at the site ofa delayed hypersensitivity reaction. Infect.
1m mum 29 (1980) 59-65.
Miyata, M.. Mitsuyama. M.. Ogata. N., Nomoto,
K. and Takeya, K. Two steps in the generation of acquired cellular resistance against monocyrogenes: accumulation and activation of macrophages.
Immunology 47 (1982) 247-253.
Lovik, NI. and North. R. J. Effect of aging on antimicrobial immunity: old mice display a normal capacity for generating protective T cells and immunologic memory in response to infection with lisleria
monocyto,fxne.s.. J. Immunol. 135 (1985) 3479-3486.
" Kaufmann. S. H. E. and Hahn, H. Biological functions of'T-cell lines with specificity for the intracellular
bacterium Lister/a monocytogenex in raw and in vivo.
J. Exp. Med. 155 (1982) 1754-1765.
" Lin, Y.-L. and Askonas. 13. A. Biological properties of an influenza A virus-specific killer T-cell clone.
In of virus replication in rico and induction of
delayed-type hypersensitivity reactions. J. Exp. Med.
154 (1981) 225-234.
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cytolysis, and DTH.65 However, the effects
with L. monocytogenes were small and must
be interpreted with caution. Further, it is
uncertain to what extent in vitro-derived cells
correspond to ill vivo-derived cells in their
functions and expression of membrane
markers, because cloned T cells and T-cell
lines may be deregulated, and clearly are
different from in vivo-derived cells in some
aspects.
A number of recent studies support the
contention that DTH against soluble antigen and protective immunity are separable
phenomena. The genes that restrict cells
mediating DTH and protective immunity
in some cases map to different regions of
the MHC complex."- 67 Studies with
tuberculosis" and listeriosis in rodents"- 7"
have shown that in vivo-derived cells capable of transferring DTH to naive recipients have the helper/inducer cell phenotype
and transfer DTH but little or no protection;
whereas the cells transferring protective immunity have the suppressor/cytotoxic cell
phenotype and apparently do not transfer
DTH. It should be noted that DTH to soluble antigen and antibacterial protection in
the studies referred to were determined in

" Dennert, G.. Weiss, S. and Warner. .J. F. T cells
may express multiple activities: specific allohelp, cytolysis. and delayed-type hypersensitivity are expressed by a cloned T-cell line. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
U.S.A. 78 (1981) 4540-4543.
" Cheers, and Sandrin, M. S. Restriction in adoptive transfer of resistance to Li.sleria inotiocTtogenes.
II. Use olcongenic and mutant mice show transfer to
be H-2K restricted. Cell. lmmunol. 78 (1983)199-205.
Jung]. T. W., Gill, T. J., III, Kunz, 11. W. and
Jungi, R. Cellular immunity to Listeria monocytogenex
in the rat: different restriction elements are involved
in T-cell triggering in vivo by in organisms or
bacterial antigens. Transplant. Proc. 15 (1983) 1606—
1610.
" Orme, I. M. and Collins, F. M. Adoptive protection of the .1/yeobaderium tubercidasis-infected lung.
Dissociation between cells that passively transfer protective immunity and those that transfer delayed-type
hypersensitivity to tuberculin. Cell. Immunol. 84 (1984)
113-120.
Czuprynski, C. J. and Brown, .1. F. Dual regulation
of anti-bacterial resistance and inflammatory neutrophil and macrophage accumulation by L3T4 -i- and Li
2+ Li.sleria-immone T cells. Immunology 60 (1987)
287-293.
r" Woan, M. C. and McGregor, D. D. The mediators
of acquired resistance to Lis-terra monocTto.eene.s: are
contained within a population acytotoxic T cells. Cell.
Immunol. 87 (1984) 538-545.
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the skin and in the lungs and spleen, respectively, and one cannot from these studies conclude that cells mediating protective
immunity do not also mediate DTH-like
reactivity against the infecting bacteria. The
most recent data indicate that with L.
mono(' ytogencs protection is critically dependent on granuloma formation mediated
by Lyt 2-1- 1-1-2 K restricted T cells.71 Direct
macrophage activation is mediated by MI-IC
class II restricted T cells that have little protective capacity, hut instead exert an enhancing function on the protective immune
response, possibly by promoting the congregation ofT cells and macrophages at sites
of bacterial in vasion.` Tluus. it appears that
viable L. monocylogenes and viable 13CG,
much like influenza virus,72 excite the formation of at least two distinct populations
of mediator T cells—one population apparently mediating DTI I to dead microbial antigen but little or no protection, the other
population mediating protective immunity
and. in sonic instances. I3TH-like reactivity
against live microbes. Indeed, it has recently
been reported that T-cell hybridomas from
mice in l'ected with 13CG fall into two populations. Most of the hybridomas react exclusively with either live BCG or with PPD.
with only a few cells responding (in vitro)
to both antigens.73 This supports our own
findings with MLM. that the dissociation
between DTH and protective imm11111 ty appears to be due to a difference in the antigen
specificities of the cell populations responding to live MLM and to dead MLM skin
test antigen, and that the DTI-1 reaction elicited by the latter type of antigen by itself
has little or no protective capacity.
Our experiments further indicate that
MLM is relatively resistant to direct inactivation by macrophages..".:' and granuloma formation may be of utmost impor-

lance for lasting, protective immunity. This
would be in agreement with our finding that
local reactivity to live MLM, i.e., immune
granuloma formation, is necessary but not
sufficient Ibr protective immunity against
MLM." It follows that DTH may be an
inappropriate model of events in a locus of
infection. because different subsets ofT cells
with different functional characteristics mediate DTI-like reactivity.
Genetic basis for the difference between
C311 and C57 B I. mice. Our genetic
studies'-'8 served two purposes. First, the
breeding experiments provided 1111bl-illation on whether local reactivity to MLM
and protective immunity are separable entities. Second, the experiments provided information on the genetic regulation of the
immune response zo.;ainst ML M.
In our work, it is evident that a major
difference between C3H and C57I3L mice
lies in the very different capacity of these
strains to respond to live NI LM: whereas
the immune response to dead MLM antigen
in the two mouse strains is quite similar.
An analogous situation may exist in L. hopica infection. In this in macrophages of the susceptible BALB/c phenotype present dead parasite antigen to T
lymphocytes. but are unable to present antigen from live, infecting parasites.' C3H
antigen-presenting cells apparently do present dead MLM antigen. otherwise a cellmediated immune response could hardly be
induced:45 whereas it is uncertain if.antigen
from live Nil LM is presented. Antibody responses in C3E1 mice during MLM
in ftction' may be directed against antigens
from dead Nil LM or against T-independent
antigens.
Evidence exists that macrophage function
is different in C3H and C57BL iiiice. if not
in antigen presentation. in that the natural

Niiher. II.. Sperling. U. and I lahn, II. 11-2K-restricted gran LI oma formation by T cells in antibacterial protection to facultative intracellular bacteria.
Immunol. 134 (1985) 569-572.
" Ada. G. L.. Leung. K.-N. and Ertl. H. An analysis
of effector T-cell generation and function in no cc exposed to influen/a A or Sendai viruses. Immunol. Rev.
58(198!) 5-24.
Mfiller. I. and Kaufmann. S. H. E. Antitlen-reactivity pattern of T-cell hybridomas from .1f.vcobacterium hour's BCG-infected mice. Infect. I minim. 49 (1985)
838-840.

(ioretynski. R. NI. and MacRae. S. Analysis of
subpopulations of glass-adherent mouse skin cells controlling resistance/susceptibil it v to infection with
1.e17h0rama fro/um. and correlation with the development ofindependent proliferative signals to Lyt- I -1
T lymphocytes. ('ell. I mm unol. 67 (1)82) 74—
89.
('loss, 0. and Kronvall. G. Experimental murine
leprosy. IX. Antibodies against .1111dier(Ier1111 hp/we/nun/on in C3H and ('5711L mice \vith murine leprosy
and in patients with lepromatous leprosy. Scand.
Immunol. 4 (1975) 735-740.
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anti-MLM activity of C31-1 macrophages is
greater than the natural activity of C57131_
macrophages. C3H macrophages produce
more 11.0, in response to live MLM than
do ('57 13L macrophages.m. 77 Further, after
S.C. as well as intravenous (i.v.) inoculation,
MLM growth during the pre-imm une phase
of infection is faster in ('57 UL mice than in
C31-1 mice.Th " This has been attributed to
a generally greater antimicrobial capacity of
C31-1 resident macrophages. associated with
the so-called Bcg-gene located on chromosome I. This gene has been found to
influence resident macrophage natural antimicrobial capacity against a number of intracellular parasites.' C31-I mice have the
resistant phenotype and C5713L mice the
susceptible phenotype in this system.s" The
general importance of tile Bcg-gene remains unclear.81. 82 because the pattern of
resistance is turned upside down if MLM is
inoculated into C3H and C57I3L mice s.c.
instead of i.v.78 This may be taken as evidence that after i.v. inoculation the course
of infection is largely determined by mechanisms of natural (macrophage) resistance:
whereas after s.c. inoculation the outcome
Sankaran, K., HolIeld„I. T.. Chaparas, S. D. and
Oppenheim I 1 Genetic resistance of mice to persistent infection with Ilycobacterium lepraemurium in
rItro: association with macrophage bactericidal responsiveness to lymphokines and dissociation from
production of hydrogen peroxide by macrophages. J.
Immunopharmacol. 6 (1984) 277-289.
" Stach, .1. L., Delgado. (... Tchibozo, V.. Strobel.
N4. and Lagrange. P. H. Natural resistance to mycobacteria: antimicrobial activity and reactive oxygen intermediate releasing functions of murine macrophages.
Ann. Immunol. (Paris) 1351) (1984) 25-37.
" Lagrange, P. H. and Hurtrel. P. Local immune
response to I/Ivo/kw/el./um lepraenunium in C311 and
('571)16 mice. ('lin. Exp. Immunol. 38 (1979) 461—
474.
Skamene, E.. Gros, P., Forget. A.. Patel, P. J. and
Nesbitt, M. N. Regulation of resistance to leprosy by
chromosome I locus in the mouse. Immonot!enetics
19 (1984) 117-124.
brown, I. N., Glynn. A. A. and Plant. .1. Inbred
mouse strain resistance to .1/ycobacterwm /epraenuerium Ibllows the kr 1.shpattern. Immunology 47 (1982)
149-156.
8 Curtis, J., Adu. H. 0. and Turk, J. L. 11-2 linkage
control of resistance to subcutaneous inRscuon with
.11vcobacterinin lepraenwrium. Infect. Immun. 38
(1982) 434-439.
" Orme. I. M. and Collins, F. NI. Demonstration of
acquired resistance in I3CG" inbred mouse strains infected with a low dose or i3c(i Montreal. clin. Exp.
Immunol. 56 (1984) 81-88.
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is to a greater extent determined by the acquired protective immune response. A similar reversal of the pattern of resistance is
found with blastomycosis in ('3 Fl and DBA
mice." An inverse relationship between
macrophage activity and acquired immunity may have several different causes.'. S4
Genetic factors have been shown to play
a limited role in human leprosy. We have
found that in murine leprosy local reactivity
to live NIL.N4 is greatly influenced by genes
located in the 11-2 complex,"' " which indicates that 1r genes are likely to be involved
in immune responsiveness to MLM. As discussed below, some of our results may be
taken as evidence that the number of target
antigens for local reactivity to live M LM
and protective immunity is small. This increases the likelihood that the expression of
immune responses to the crucial antigen(s)
for protection against MLN4 in could
be regulated by 1r genes, and we did, indeed.
find that antibacterial resistance is also influenced by genes in the 1-1-2 complex.''
This finding has been confirmed by others.s'." However, this does not mean that
protective immunity itself is regulated by 1r
genes. Local reactivity to live MLM can occur without protective immunity,' and the
association between certain 1-1-2 phenotypes
and protection against MLNI infection may
be only a secondary effect of the association
between H-2 type and local reactivity, local
reactivity being necessary but not sufficient
for protection. Protective immunity may,
therefore, have its own separate. genetic regulation.
The fact that there is a spectrum of clinical manifestations of murine leprosy suggests that resistance to M LM is polygenic.
The results from experiments with C3 H

Morozumi, P. A.. BrUillmer, E. and Stevens, D.
A. Strain di flerences in resistance to infection reversed
by route of challenge: studies in blastomycosis. Infect.
Immun. 34 (1981) 623-625.
Stach, J.-L.. Delgado. CL, Strobel, NI., Milian. .1.
and Lagrange. P. H. Preliminary evidence of natural
resistance to .1/ycobacterium (P(G) in lepromatous leprosy. hit. .1. Lepr. 52 (1984) 140-146.
" Curtis. J.. Aktiffo-.Adu. H. and Turk, .1. L. 1-1 2
linked genes which modify resistance of (5713L Ill mice
to subcutaneous infection with .14cobacterium /ei»vewurium, Infect. Immun. 46 (1984) 635-638.
I)eleted in proof.
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substrains56.8 support this contention by
demonstrating clearly different levels of resistance in mouse substrains of the same
I-1-2 type, hut with a less pronounced difference than what is shown by C3I1 and
C57111_ mice. Our studies with ('3H-05713L
backcross mice and recombinant inbred
St rains corroborate this by demonstrating
not only a marked effect of one gene or a
closely linked group of genes in the 11-2
complex, but also a clear influence from
other factors, among them background
genes. '7 This is in agreement with results
from another laboratory.''." Finally, our
experiments indicate that certain genetic
combinations or C3I I and C'57131__ mice are
even more susceptible or resistant, respectively, than the progenitor strains '7 (and Lovik and ('loss, unpublished data). Thus, it
appears that the outcome of MLM infection
is determined by interactions between a
number of factors, which may influence resistance positively or negatively.
Live bacteria and dead antigen. Resistance to intracellular bacteria can, with the
possible exception of I/. frprac, only be
achieved effectively by immunization with
viable organisms. With killed bacteria little
or no protection is achieved unless very high
doses or special antigen preparations and
adjuvants are used. Our results are in agreement with the classical findings as far as the
inability of dead antigen to induce protective immunity is concerned, and they extend the classical findings by demonstrating
that live MLM and dead MLM antigen
functionally appear to have different antigenic specificities.
MLM for our experiments was grown in
C3H mice, which do not develop a protective immune response of any magnitude.
Antigen production by mycobacteria may
be influenced by the conditions under which
the bacteria grow and, formally, we do not
know whether the antigens necessary for the
protective immune response are produced
by bacteria during growth in C3H mice.
Lovik. M., (loss, 0. and Ilaugen, 0. A. Variation
between substrains^c311 mice in resistance to .Ifycoliacterium lepraemurium in
^Scand. J. lmmono!. 15 (1982) 119.
Curtis, J. and Turk, J. L. Resistance to subcutaneous infection with .11 ycobacterium lepraenntrium is
controlled by more than one gene. Infect. Immun. 43
(1984) 925-930.
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However, we must assume that this is the
case, and the bacteria clearly elicit a protective immune response in C57 13L mice.
The interaction of live and dead antigen
with antigen-presenting cells may differ in
a number Of ways. Live and dead antigen
may be taken up by different subsets of antigen-presenting cells, and it appears that
antigen-presenting cells inay select different
subsets of T cells for interaction, or in some
other way select the type of T-cell response
that is to be triggered." Further, the cellular
handling of h ye MLM and dead antigen may
difkr. With some microbes, intracellular
handling of the microbe by macrophages
clearly is difkrent, depending upon whether
the in is live or dead,'" but there is
no direct evidence on this point fir MLM.
The chemical nature of the specific antigens and adjuvant components involved in
the generation ofprotective immunity is not
known, and damage or loss of the relevant
an tigen(s) and adjuvant components during
bacterial killing and antigen preparation
clearly may be one explanation for the failure of dead antigen to induce protective immunity in our experiments. Live MLM may
have some sort of coating, either host-derived or parasite-derived, that permits only
a very limited nunther of protection-relevant antigens to be seen by the host; whereas
a number of other antigens, among them
the components present in dead antigen
preparations, remain hidden from the host.
Because of instability and special chemical
properties, or special requirements for adjuvant activities, these protection-relevant
antigens are not present in an immunologically active form in the sonicate or on killed
bacteria. In support of this hypothesis are
the following observations: a) the electronmicroscopic demonstration of a capsule
around MLM in infected cells. This capsule
is easily lost during preparation of MLM.`"

Ramila, G. and Erb. P. Accessory cell-dependent
selection of specific T-cell functions. Nature 304 (1983)
442-445.
Armstrong. J. A. and I tart, P. D. Response of
cultured macrophages to .11rotheleleriltin tuberculosis,
With observations on fusion ollysosomes with phagosomes. J. Exp. Med. 134 (1971) 713-740.
Draper, P. and Reese. R. J. W. The nature of the
electron-transparent /one that surrounds Ilycobacterium lepraenzurium inside host cells. J. Gen. Microbiol.
77 (1973) 79-87.
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b) There tends to be a lag period before a
local reaction develops after injection ()Hive
MLM into immune mice, and the reaction
then increases gradually over a period of 1014 days." This could, in part, be due to a
requirement or production of the relevant
antigens after injection of the bacteria. This
lag period appears to be longer after extensive washing of the bacteria (Lovik, unpublished data). Further. MLM stored on liquid
nitrogen show a normal capacity for multiplication, but local reactivity to Frozen
NI LM develops substantially later than
reactivity to freshly prepared bacteria (Lovik, manuscript in preparation). c) The dissociation between reactivity to live NI LM
and dead antigen is most easily explained if
one type of ant igen displays only one or very
few antigenic determinants.
There is a possibility that the target antigen(s) far protective immunity and local
reactivity to live MLM are present only during a limited phase of the life cycle of MLM,
for example in relation to bacterial cell division. MLM is an intracellular parasite, and
a COM parison with viral infection may be
appropriate. Cytomegalovirus causes a latent infection in the mouse. It has been
shown that an unexpectedly high proportion of cytotoxic lymphocytes in this infection are directed against cells that synthesize
so-called immediate early proteins, which
indicates an immunodominant role of viral
nonstructural proteins associated with replication."' If an analogous situation exists
with MLM, this could explain the virtual
absence of the protective antigens in
MLMSon,'". 52. " the superior immunogenicity of live MLM and the apparent absence of protection-related antigen from
heat-killed NI LM, and an apparent lack
of antigenicity of dormant, live MLM."
Finally, it should be remembered that with
live intracellular microorganisms, microReddehase, and Koszinowski, U. H. Significance of herpesvirus immediate early gene expression
in cellular immunity to cytomegalovirus infection. Nature 312 (1984) 369-371.
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bial antigen is supposedly exposed on the
surface of cells other than the professional
antigen-presenting cells. The ability to detect and destroy microbes in such cells, carrying MI-IC class I but not class II antigen,
should be important Ibr host protection also
in M LM infection. Possibly, the difference
between live NI [NI and dead NI [NI antigen
is not a difference in the nominal antigen(s)
involved but, instead, a Functional di fkrence in the antigens as seen by T cells caused
by a difference in antigen presentation. T
cells do not recognize the nominal antigen
alone, and respond to antigen only in association with cell surface molecules coded
for by MI-IC genes. It appears that the T
I ymphocytes mediating DTH to dead an
in mycobacterial, listerial. and viral
infections are restricted largely by MHC class
II antigens: whereas the T lymphocytes mediating DTI I-like reactivity and/or protective immunity to live microorganisms are
restricted by NI HC class I antigens.' The
intriguing possibility exists that an important difference between live and dead antigen in general is a difference in the capacity
of these antigens to induce a MI-IC class I
or a MHC class Il restricted response, and
an increasing amount of experimental data
supports this hypothesis.
Clearly, to be able to produce effective
nonliving vaccines against intracellular bacteria, a more complete understanding of the
questions discussed here is needed. At present, on the background of the findings discussed above, it seems that to obtain the
desired protective imm une response and not
only DTH or a positive lymphocyte proliferation test, it may be necessary to introduce genes coding for protection-relevant
antigens of pathogenic mycobacteria into
some other intracellular microorganism that
can be used live for vaccination.
—Martinus Lovik, M.D., Ph.D.
Department of Immunology
National Institute of Public Health
Gclimyrsreien 75
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